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Abstract 
In many situations we encounter categories which are, in some sense, parametrized by objects 
belonging to other categories. Given such a category with model category structures in the 
parametrizing category and in the fibre categories, the main result of this paper is to show how 
to endow the total category with a model category structure. As a major application, we show 
that, in this setting, a particular Quillen derived functor gives rise to the differential torsion 
product, relevant to the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence of a fibration. 
Introduction 
Model categories were introduced by Quillen in [6] in order to “define the 
notion of a homotopy theory in sufficient generality to cover in a uniform way the 
different homotopy theories encountered”. They prove their usefulness particularly 
in rational homotopy as they provide a framework in which to state equivalences 
between topological categories and algebraic ones [I, 7, 121. In this paper we 
show how to endow a bifibred category with a “natural” structure of mode1 
category. 
Without being very precise, a bifibred category is a family of categories paramet- 
rized by another category, together with two families of functors between the fibres: 
the direct and reciprocal images. For example, we can consider the family of categories 
of dg modules over a dgc algebra {Mdg(A)} obtained by the variation of the dgc 
algebra A. As a corollary of our main result, we have a structure of model category in 
Mdg, the “union” of the Mdg(A)s. This model structure is based on the mode1 
structures of the “fibres” (the Mdg(A)s) and the “base” (Adgc(R): the category of 
R-dgc algebras). Another important example of these categories is the category of 
sheaves over variable topological spaces. 
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The general idea of the structure of model category that we build for a bifibred 
category is the following: because “the base” is a model category, there are limits, 
liftings, factorization, etc. So, we begin by solving the problem in the base and, by the 
direct or reciprocal image functors, we “move” it to a convenient fibre. As this fibre is 
also a model category, we can solve the problem here. The solution in the total 
category is based on the solution in the fibre and the morphisms that appear when 
making direct and reciprocal images. 
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 1, we recall the definition of bifibred 
category. In Section 2 we point out the decompositions of a morphism in these 
categories into two morphims: a fibre morphism and a base morphism. These 
decompositions will be essential for everything that follows: to compare parallel 
arrows, calculus of limits, to define distinguished morphisms, etc. As a first applica- 
tion, in Section 3, we calculate limits and colimits of a bifibred category in terms of 
limits and colimits of the fibres and the base category. In Section 4 we recall some facts 
about model categories. Section 5 is dedicated to the explanation and statement of the 
main theorem. As a corollary, for example, the category of dg modules over every dgc 
algebra, the category of morphisms of dgc algebras or the category of continuous 
maps between topological spaces are closed model categories, as we see in Section 7. 
In particular, we have here homotopic relationships and from these, we point out an 
explicit path object for the first one (Section 8). Finally, in Section 9, we give, in this 
context, a stronger version of the theorem of base change of algebras and modules of 
[S] (cf. [3, 111). In contrast to the generality of the main result, examples are primarily 
concerned with categories familiar to (rational) homotopy theorists. 
1. Definitions and examples 
For this section, our reference will be [lo, expose VI]. To provide anchorage for our 
ideas, we will begin by developing with more detail the example mentioned in the 
Introduction. 
Example 1.1. Let R be a commutative ring with unity. We will denote by Adgc(R) the 
category of R-differential graded commutative algebras (dgc algebras for short). For 
every R-dgc algebra A, let Mdg(A) denote the category of A-dg modules. 
If f: A + B is a morphism of R-dgc algebras, we have a reciprocal image functor 
f*: Mdg(B) -+ Mdg(A) (the restriction of coefficients) and a direct image functor 
f’, : Mdg(A) + Mdg(B) (the extension of coefficients). 
Let Mdg be the category which has as objects the pairs (A, M), where A is an R-dgc 
algebra and M an A-dg module, and as morphisms the pairs (L 9): (A, M) -+ (B, N), 
where f: A + B is a morphism of R-dgc algebras and 9 is an f-morphism (or an 
,f-equivariant morphism); i.e., a morphism of R-dg modules such that CJ$U.X) =,fu. gox 
for every a E A and x E M. In other words, ~3: M + .f* N is a morphism of A-dg 
modules. 
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We also have a projection functor P : Mdg + Adgc(R): P(A, M) = A, P(f; q) =f: 
For a fixed R-dgc algebra A, we can consider the category of the A-dg modules, 
Mdg(A), as the “fibre” of P over A. 
Let us recall some definitions and results. Let 8 be a category. A category over 8 (or 
an d-category) is a functor P : ~4 + 8. Let x be an object of 8. The jbre-category of 
~2 over x is the category obtained by the pull-back, 
in which x is the category with a unique object (x) and a unique morphism (lx). In 
other words, JZZY~ is the category that has as objects those a E obj d such that Pa = x 
and as morphisms those v, E mor d such that Pq = 1,. Of course, we can identify SZZ~ 
with a subcategory of &. Letfe mor 8; anf-morphism (or anf-equivariunt morphism) is 
a morphism w of d such that Pw =f: 
Definition 1.2. Let r : a + b be a morphism of d and let x = Pa, y = Pb, f = Px We 
will say that the morphism a is Cartesian if for every a’ E obj dX and everyf-morphism 
co: a’ + b, there exists a unique morphism of JZ?~, CJY: a’ -+ a, such that cc9 = w. 
Example 1.3. Letf: A + B be a morphism of R-dgc algebras and M a B-dg module. 
Then (,f; l):(A,f* M) + (B, M) is a Cartesian morphism of Mdg. 
The generalization of this example gives us all the Cartesian morphisms, up to 
a unique isomorphism: if for a given morphism f: x + y of d and an object b of ~2~ 
there exists a Cartesian morphism bS : a + b such that PbS = f, then a is determined in 
dX up to a unique isomorphism. We call a the reciprocal image of b byf and we write it 
f* b. Also, if the reciprocal image of b’ E obj JZZ~ exists, we can define the reciprocal 
image of a morphism ~7: b’ + b of SG!‘~ asthe unique morphismf* q:f* b’ -+ f* b of s4, 
that makes the following diagram of &’ commutative 
f*b-% b 
I*m 
T ‘p T f*b' "f, b' 
It is easy to check that, when defined, this correspondence is functorial: we will call it 
a reciprocal image functor. 
Definition 1.4. An b-category is prefibred if for every f: x + y E 8 there exists a recip- 
rocal image functor 
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A jibred category is a prefibred b-category in which for every pair of morphisms 
XL y A z of 8, the canonical morphism of functors f* g* --+ (gf)* is an isomor- 
phism. 
We have the corresponding dual notions. 
Definition 1.2”. Let /I: a + b be a morphism of d and let x = Pa, y = Pb,f= Pr. We 
say that the morphism p is cocartesian if for every b’ E obj dX and everyf-morphism 
w : a + b’, there is a unique morphism of JSZ’~, $ : b + b’, such that $/I = w. 
Analogously, if for a given morphismf: x + y of 8 and an object a of dX there is 
a cocartesian morphism af : a 4 b such that Paf = f; then b is determined in dY up to 
a unique isomorphism. We call b the direct image of a by f and write it as f, a. The 
definition off, over the morphisms is done in a similar way to that off* and, whenf, 
exists, it is functorial: we will callf. a direct image functor. 
Definition 1.4”. An b-category is precojbred if for everyf: x + y E mor 8 there exists 
a direct image functor 
f*:dx ---+dY. 
A cojibred category is a precofibred b-category in which for every pair of morphisms 
X/’ y&z of 8, the canonical morphism y,f, + (gf‘), is an isomorphism. 
Definition 1.5. An G-category is bi’bred if it is fibred and cofibred. 
Let us see some examples of such categories. 
Example 1.6. Let Adgc(R)’ be the category of morphisms of R-dgc algebras. It is 
a bifibred category over the category Adgc(R). Let us take as functor P the domain 
functor: iff: A --f B is a morphism of R-dgc algebras, dam(f) = A. The fibre-category 
of Adgc(R)’ over A E obj Adgc(R) is the category of arrows with origin in A; in other 
words, the category of R-dgc algebras under A, Adgc(A) = A\Adgc(R). Iff: A + B is 
a morphism of Adgc(R), the reciprocal image functor is defined by composition withf: 
if (g : B -+ C) E obj Adgc(B), then f*(g) = (gf: A + C) E obj Adgc(A). And the direct 
image functor, by extension of coefficients: if (g: A -+ D) E obj Adgc(A), then 
f*(g) = (1~~:B + D~~B)~objAdgc(B). 
Analogously, we see that the category of morphisms of R-augmented dgc algebras, 
Adgc,(R)2, is a bifibred category over Adgc,(R). The fibre in E: A + R is the category 
Adgc,(A) of morphisms A -+ B of R-augmented dgc algebras. 
Example 1.7. More generally, if %7 is a category in which there exists the push-out of 
any diagram a t b + c, then V2, the category of morphisms of V, is a bifibred 
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category over %?, P being the domain functor. Dually, if V has a pull-back for every 
diagram a + b +- c, then V2 is a bifibred category over %?, taking as P the codomain 
functor. We will consider the category of continuous maps of topological spaces Top2 
bifibred over Top in this way. 
Example 1.8. Let 2Mdg be the category which has as objects the triples (M, A, N), 
where A is an R-dgc algebra and M and N are A-dg modules, and as morphisms the 
triples (p,i$):(M, A, N) + (P, B, Q) in which f: A -+ B is a morphism of R-dgc 
algebras and p: M -+ ,f*P and $: N + f*Q are morphisms of A-dg modules. It is 
a bifibred category over Adgc(R): the projection functor is defined on objects by 
P(M, A, N) = A. The fibre-category of 2Mdg over A is Mdg(A) x Mdg(A). Given 
a morphismf: A + B of R-dgc algebras and a triple (P, B, Q), its reciprocal image by 
,f is (f*P, A,f*Q); for the triple (M, A, N), its direct image by f is (Baa M, B, 
BOa N). 
Example 1.9. More generally, if P: d + G is a bifibred category, then 2&‘, the 
category defined by the pull-back 
is a bifibred category over 6. Precisely, 24 is the category whose objects are couples of 
objects of & belonging to the same fibre and whose morphisms are couples of 
morphisms of ~2 projecting to the same morphism of &. Composition is defined 
component-wise. 
2. Morphism factorization 
Let w : a -+ b be a morphism of a prefibred category P : d + d and let f= PO, 
x = Pa and y = Pb. By means of the reciprocal image functor byf, we are going to 
define a canonical factorization of o into a morphism of the fibre over x and the 
Cartesian morphism by. 
Let us consider the reciprocal image of b by L bS :f*b + b. By the universal 
property of the reciprocal image, there is a unique morphism of dx, o/ : a + f* b, 
such that o = b* d. We will call it the source factorization of o. We can visualize it by 
way of the following diagram: 
f*b-%b 
wf 
T 
a 
Pa f, Pb 
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Remark 2.1. If we have f: x + y E mor 8, then for any b E obj s4,, the above men- 
tioned factorization for o = bf has as a result mf = l,,, and bf = CO. Also, if 
q:a -+ b E rnordx and we takef- l,, we will have b* = 1, and p* = v). 
Example 2.2. Let G! = Adgc(R)2 and d = Adgc(R). Let 2 : A -+ B and p : C + D be 
two morphisms of R-dgc algebras and 
a commutative diagram of d (i.e., a morphism w : 2 + p of ~2). The source factoriz- 
ation of this morphism is the commutative diagram of 6: 
(2) 
in which the left rectangle is the morphism u/: 2 + f*p = pj and the right one 
bf=/$:f*p+ p. 
Lemma 2.3. Let P : d + 6’ be a bijibred category with o,o’ : a + b and 8: b -+ c 
morphisms of -c9, f = PO and g = PO. Then: 
(1) o = CO’ if and only if Pw = PO’ and CO/ = CO’/, 
(2) w is an isomorphism of ~2 if and only if Pw is an isomorphism of d and of is an 
isomorphism of JzJ~, 
(3) cgJ = cg.(g* c)~ and (00)~~ = f*(Og).w/. 
Proof. (1) is evident from the definition and (2) follows from (1) and (3). Concerning 
(3), we see that it is enough to prove the equality cgf = cg.(g* c)J since, if it is true, 
then, as 8w = cgf . *(Og). cd, by uniqueness of the factorization, there follows the 
second. Finally, one verifies that cg. (g* c)’ satisfies the universal property of cg*. 0 
By using the direct image, we have a dual factorization of o, 
w = wSaf, 
in which aJ: a + f,a is the direct image of a by f and ~,:_&a 4 b the unique 
morphism of dY such that o = ofal. We will call this the targetfactorizution of o. AS 
with the source factorization, we have the following: 
Lemma 2.3”. Let P: A + d be a bijibred category with o,o’: a -+ b and 8: b + c 
morphisms of -Qz, f = PO and g = P%. Then: 
(1) w = w’ if and only if Pw = Pw’ and wJ = w;, 
(2) 
(3) 
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cc) is an isomorphism of d if and only if PO is an isomorphism of I and CC)~ is an * 
isomorphism of dp,,, 
a so = (f&, al and VWgJ = es. s*bs). 0 
Example 2.4. For the morphism w from Example 2.2, the target factorization is the 
following commutative diagram of 6: 
B~_C@,B=D 
I T -@I B I T I T A-C-C 
From what has been said, it follows that in a bifibred category f * is the right adjoint 
off,. Explicitly, the bijection 
associates p: a + f * b with I/J :f, a + b so that these are the unique morphisms such 
that b* q~ = $af. In particular, the unity and counity of this adjunction are related to 
the factorization as follows: if q, : a + f *f,a and ab :f,f *b + b are the unity and the 
counity of the adjunction, respectively, then 
bS = cb.(f*b)f and aS = (f,a)S.qa 
are the target and the source factorizations of bS and if aJ, respectively. 
Finally, from these factorizations we obtain two bijections, which describe the set of 
morphisms between two objects in a bifibred category in terms of the morphisms of 
the base and the fibres: 
Hom,(a, b) = u Homdx (a,f * b) (3) 
Ic nom, (1, Y) 
= LI Horn,,, (f, a, b), (4) 
IS Ham, (x, Y) 
given by w I-+ (f; w”) and w H (A of), respectively. 
3. Limits and colimits 
We give a description of the limits (resp. colimits) of a bifibred category P : d + 6 
in terms of the limits (resp. colimits) of 8 and dX for x E obj 8. In brief, a limit 
of a system in d is calculated by finding the limit of the projection of the system 
by P in 8, then moving, by means of reciprocal images, the original system to a 
system in the fibre-category over the limit found in d and, finally, calculating the 
limit of this system in this fibre-category. Before stating this precisely, let us see 
an example. 
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Example 3.1. Let a W‘c Lb be a diagram of x2 and / x- z &-y its image by 
P in 8. Let 
XQYL Y 
pI f lg 
(5) 
x-z 
be its pull-back. Let us consider the reciprocal images c’ = (fp)*c = (gq)*c, 
p*(oS):p*a + c’ and q*(H”): q*b + c’ and 
p*an,,q*bLq*b 
5 
I p*(‘lJ’) 1 
Y*(W 
(6) 
p*a-c’ 
its pull-back in &‘xn.y. Then 
p*an,,q*b% b 
041 
I 
0 
I 
aLc 
is the pull-back of the original diagram in s?‘. 
In general, given a functor F: 9 + -01, composing with P, we have a functor from 
9 to 6. Let us see how, given a cone u: x + PF we can define a functor from 9 to the 
fibre-category ~4~. 
Lemma 3.2. Let P: d + & be a bijibred category. F: 9 + d a functor and 
v: x + PF a cone to the base PF. Then, the correspondence iH vf (Fi) de$nes a functor 
Proof. Define v* F on objects according to the enunciation. For the morphisms, let 
1: i + j E mor 9. Let us consider the source factorization of Fz : Fz = (Fj)/ (Fz)~. Let us 
define (v* F)t = vF(Fzf) and check that it is a functor: (v* F)(li) = 
VT(l~i) = V*(l,i) = la:(Fi) and, if K:j + k E mor9, then (v* F)(m) = @(F(Kz)“~) = 
v:(f*(F~g).(F~)f) = ~~f*(F~~).v~(Fzf) = v~(F~~)~v~(Fzf) = (v*F)K.(v* F)z. Cl 
According to bijection (3) we have also a bijection between cones 
Cone.,(a, F) = u Conedx(u, v* F). 
L’E Cone,(u,PF) 
Let us assume that PF has a limit I = lim PF and a limiting cone r: 1 + PF. Then, 
because of the universal property of dir& images, 
= Jj Coned,(f, a, r* F), 
fs Hom,(.u,I) 
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where f: x + 1 is the morphism determined by the cone r. Assume also that r* F has 
a limit, then 
= LI Horn&!&a, limr* F), 
/E Hom,(x,t) e 
Then, by bijection (4) 
= Horn,,@, I$r* F) 
So, we have proved the following proposition: 
Proposition 3.3. Let P : ~2 + d be a bi$bred cutegory, F : Y + d a finctor. Assume 
that the limit of the finctor PF: 9 + 8 exists and let v: 1 + PF be the limiting cone. 
Assume also that the finctor v* F: 9 + d, has a limit. Then lim F exists and 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Pl$nF = l&r PF, 
+ 
I@ F = l&n v* F, 
if v : lim F + F is the limiting cone, then v = Pv, and 
t 
tf v’ : l&r v* F -+ v* F is the limiting cone, vi = (Fi)"l . vi for every i E obj 9. 0 
The statements for colimits are the following ones. 
Lemma 3.2”. Let P: JZZ + d be a bifibred category. F: X + d a functor and 
u: PF + y a cone from the base PF. Then, the correspondence i H ui,(Fi) defines 
a functor 
u,F:9 -,oey. 0 
Proposition 3.3”. Let P : d + & be a bi$bred category, F : $ + d a finctor. Assume 
that there exists the colimit of the functor PF : 9 + d and let u : PF + c be the limiting 
cone. Assume also that the functor u* F: 9 + d, has a colimit. Then lim F exists and 
(1) Plim F = lim PF, 
--f + 
(2) lim F = lim u.+ F, 
+ + 
(3) if u: F + lim F is the limiting cone, then u = Pu, and 
(4) zfv’:u,F =l&u,F is the limiting cone, Ui = ~j.(Fi),~for every i E obj 9. 0 
4. Model categories 
A model category is a category %?, together with three classes of distinguished 
morphisms called weak equivalences (we),jbrations (fib) and cojibrations (cof), which 
verify the axioms of [6]. If a morphism is a fibration and a weak equivalence, it is 
called a trivial jibration. If a morphism is a cofibration and a weak equivalence, it is 
called a trivial cojibration. 
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If e is the initial object and e ---f a is a cofibration, a is called a cofibrant object. If t is 
the terminal object and b + t is a fibration, b is called ajbrant object. It follows from 
the axioms that every object in a model category has a cofibrant model; i.e., for every 
x E obj %? there is a cofibrant object x’ E obj % and a weak equivalence x’ + X. We will 
denote the full subcategory of cofibrant objects by gc!,, or by %‘,,r in order to avoid 
confusion with fibre-categories. 
Every model category, is endowed with two notions of homotopy, depending on 
whether it is defined by path objects or cylinder objects. Explicitly, a path object for 
b E obj%? is an object bz of 92 together with a factorization 
“““) bAbz- b x b 
of the diagonal of b, Ab: b + b x b, where s is a weak equivalence and (a,, c?,,) 
a fibration. A right homotopy from f: a -+ b to g : a + b is a commutative diagram of 
the form 
For a concrete category, it is customary to define homotopy by choosing a particular 
factorization of db. This is not the same as the definition of [6]. Nevertheless, we have 
the following result (see [S], cf. [13, p. 431). 
Lemma 4.1. Let f, g : u + b E mar%‘, a a cojibrant object and h: a -+ bt a homotopy 
from f to g. Then, for any other path object b”, there exists a homotopy h’ : a + bt’from 
ftog. 
If ?Z is a model category, we have a handy description of the localized category of %, 
Ho@?, the category obtained by inverting the weak equivalences of %?. More precisely, 
we have an equivalence of categories (see [6, Theorem 1, Chapter I, Section 11): 
where ~%?~r is the category with objects the fibrant-cofibrant objects of %? and 
morphisms the homotopy classes of morphisms of %7. If all objects in V are fibrant, we 
simply have nQ7c z Ho%?. 
Also, we have a result which tells us if a functor is derivable. We will use it in the 
following form (equivalent to Proposition 1, Section 4, Chapter I of [6]): 
Proposition 4.2. Let F : %? + 63 a functor between model categories which preserves the 
homotopy relation between morphisms of gC. Then F has a left-derived functor 
LF: Ho %7 + Ho 9, w,hose value on x E obj 97 is LF(x) = Fx’, where x’ is a cofibrant 
model of x. 
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A closed model category is a model category in which two of the distinguished 
classes determine the third. Some categories that we have encountered are closed 
model categories. Let k be a field of characteristic zero. Then Adgc(k) is a closed model 
category, choosing as distinguished morphisms the following: 
(i) we: morphisms which induce an isomorphism in cohomology, 
(ii) fib: surjective maps, and 
(iii) cof: morphisms which have the LLP with respect to trivial fibrations. 
(see Cl]). Let R be a commutative unitary k-algebra and A E obj Adgc(R). Then we 
also have, with analogous definitions of we, fib and cof (see [S], or [9]): 
Proposition 4.3. Adgc(A), Adgc,(A), Adgc,(A) and Mdg(A) are closed model catego- 
ries. 0 
For the categories of algebras, the result stems from the following general fact: let 
%? be a (closed) model category and u: a + h an arrow of %7. Let V?(u) denote the 
category whose objects are diagrams of %? like 
such that &,I, = U, and morphisms the commutative diagrams of %‘, 
Composition is induced by the one in %‘. We have an obvious forgetful functor 
U : %7(u) -+ %?. As particular cases of this categories, we have the category of objects 
under a, a\9 and the category of objects over b, %7/b, taking b = t and a = e, respective- 
ly. We define a morphism 9 of V?(u) to be a weak equivalence, a fibration or 
a cofibration if and only if U(p) is so in @. With these choices, we have that V(u) is 
a (closed) model category. 
We will also need the following lemma: 
Lemma 4.4. Iff: A -+ B is a trivial coJibration of Adgc(R) and M an A-dg module, then 
M --f B@* M is a weak equivalence of Mdg(A). 0 
This can be seen by showing that the functor _@A M: Adgc(A) -+ Mdg(A) has 
a left-derived functor (see [S, (4.3), Chapter II], cf. [4, Proposition 3.41). 
5. Statement of the main theorem and some remarks 
We want to provide a bifibred category P: G! + & with a structure of model 
category from given structures of the same type in the categories 8 and dx, for every 
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x E obj 6. Such a structure is, essentially, the choice of certain types of distinguished 
morphisms (weak equivalences, fibrations and cofibrations). In a certain sense, the 
distinguished morphisms of & are determined by the distinguished morphisms of the 
base and those of the fibres. Let us see some examples of this fact for Mdg. 
Let k be a field of zero characteristic and R a k-algebra. When A varies in Adgc(R), 
the cohomology functors of the different Mdg(A) induce a cohomology functor in 
Mdg: for (J; 9): (A, M) --f (B, N) we define H(J; p) as (HA Ha?): (HA, HM) + 
(HB, HN). Obviously, Hy, is an Hf-morphism of HA-graded modules. It is natural, 
then, to take as weak equivalences of Mdg morphisms which become isomorphisms 
via this H; i.e., those (A q) such thatfis a weak equivalence of Adgc(R) and pis one of 
Mdg(A). If we proceed in the same way, taking as fibrations of Mdg those (f, q) such 
thatfis a fibration of Adgc(R) and p is a fibration of Mdg(A), the cofibrations will be 
characterized in an analogous way; i.e., if we suppose that Mdg actually has a struc- 
ture of model category in which weak equivalences and fibrations are the previous 
morphisms, we then have for instance that if, (f; 9) is a cofibration of Mdg, thenfis 
a cofibration of Adgc(R), and if (1, p): (A, M) -+ (A, N) is a cofibration of Mdg, then 
q is a cofibration of Mdg(A). 
Let the above justify the choice of the distinguished morphisms in the following 
theorem as quite natural. 
Theorem 5.1. Let P : & --+ 8 he a bifibred category in which: 
(1) 6 is a model category (resp., closed model category), 
(2) for every x E obj 8, ~2~ is a closed model category, 
(3) for everyf: x + y E mor d thefunctorf’* : sfy + d, preserves weak equivalences 
and fibrations, and 
(4) iff: x + y E mor B is a trivial cofibration, then for every a E obj J&‘, the unity of 
the adjunction n,,: a + f * f,a is a weak equivalence. 
Then zz2 is a model category (resp., closed model category), choosing as distinguished 
morphisms the following: an f-morphism o E mor d is a 
(i) we: iff and cof are weak equivalences of &’ and dx, respectively, 
(ii) fib: tff and uf are$brations of d and dxx, respectively, 
(iii) cof: iff and wf are cofibrations of 8 and dY, respectively. 0 
Remark 5.2. (1) Because of the choice of distinguished morphisms, a Cartesian mor- 
phism CI is a weak equivalence (resp., a fibration) if and only if Pee is a weak equivalence 
(resp., a fibration) of 8. In the same way, a cocartesian morphism fi is a cofibration if 
and only if Pp is a cofibration of 6. The morphisms of a fibre-category ~2~ are weak 
equivalences, fibrations or cofibrations of G! if and only if they are weak equivalences, 
fibrations and cofibrations, respectively, of &.Y. 
(2) An object a of & is fibrant (resp. cofibrant) if and only if x = Pa is fibrant (resp. 
cofibrant) and a, as an object of dX is fibrant (resp. cofibrant) itself. In particular, if all 
the objects of d are fibrant and the same is true for every fibre-category, then all the 
objects of sl are fibrant. 
(3) P : d + 8 preserves weak equivalences, fibrations and cofibrations. 
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(4) By hypothesis (2), cofibrations of the fibre-categories are characterized by the 
LLP with respect to trivial fibrations. Then, because it is left adjoint to a functor 
which preserves weak equivalences and fibrations, f, preserves cofibrations. Let us 
note that, for our proof, this is necessary, even to prove that d is a model category not 
necessarily closed. 
(5) A couple of consequences from hypothesis (4). If f is a trivial cofibration, for 
every a E obj sZ~, the cocartesian morphism aS: a -+ f.a is not only a cofibration of 
~2, but also a weak equivalence, since Us = (f*a)f ye. is i t s source factorization. This is 
the form in which we will use this hypothesis. It will follow that, if f is a trivial 
cofibration, then f, preserves weak equivalences. 
(6) In general, for anyfe mor &,f, preserves trivial cofibrations. This follows also 
from the fact that its right adjoint f* preserves weak equivalences and fibrations. 
Finally, let us note that Theorem 5.1 is clearly not selfdual. Its dual version is: 
Theorem 5.1”. Let P: JZI + 8 be a bifibred category in which: 
(1) d is a model category (resp. a closed model category), 
(2) for every x E obj 6, dX is a closed model category, 
(3) for every f: x + y E mor d thefunctorf, : dx + dy preserves weak equivalences 
and cojibrations, and 
(4) if f: x + y E mor d is a trivial jibration, then for every b E obj J&‘~ the counity of 
the adjunction Q, :f,f *b --t b is a weak equivalence. 
Then & is a model category (resp., closed model category), choosing as distinguished 
morphisms the following: we will say that an f-morphism w E mor d is a 
(i) we: if f and wJ are weak equivalences of 8 and &,,, respectively, 
(ii) cof: iff and ws are cojibrations of 8 and zIY, respectively, 
(iii) fib: if f and mf are jibrations of 8 and -c4,, respectively. 
6. Proof of Theorem 5.1. 
Let us verify axioms MO to M5 of [6]. 
MO. The existence of finite limits and colimits follows from Propositions 3.3 and 3.3” 
and from their existence in d and in JZ?~ for every x E obj 8, since these are model 
categories by hypothesis. For example, the terminal object of ~2 is the terminal object 
of &‘(, for t the terminal object of 8. 
Ml. The reasoning is analogous for both lifting properties. Let us sketch, for example, 
M l(ii). Let 
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be a commutative diagram of & in which 1 is a cofibration and p a trivial fibration. We 
have to check that there exists 8: b -+ c such that ~8 = 8 and & = w. Consider the 
image of diagram (7) in 8: 
Here i is a cofibration and r a trivial fibration of &‘. So, there exists g: y + z such that 
re = g and @ =$ Then we have a commutative diagram in dY, 
i 
* --+*c 
T I 
‘, 4YPY 
b 89g*d 
(hint: it suffices to check that both arrows coincide when composed with Ui), where 
[ = E_ i.+(ws), g*(p’) is a trivial fibration and li is a cofibration. So, there exists 
q*< 
eg: b --) fj*c such that S*(p’)o”9 = Qg and egZi = [. Then, a lifting of 0 is 
$ = $. &l. 
M5. It follows immediately from the definition of weak equivalences in ,al, hypothesis 
(3) and Lemma 2.3, that if in the diagram of ~2 a -% b L c two of the morphisms 
are weak equivalences, then so is the third one. 
The fact that in 532 every isomorphism is a weak equivalence is also trivial. 
M2. Given w : a + b E mor &’ let us construct factorizations into trivial cofibration 
fibration and cofibration/trivial fibration. Let f = Pw, x = Pa, y = Pb and 
be the first of the above mentioned factorizations for f in the category &. Let us 
consider the following morphism of dZ: 
i,a-I,1 p bap*b, 
I*ln’) .* * 
in which E,,.~ is the counity of the adjunction between i* and i,. As -c4, is by hypothesis 
a model category, we have a factorization of this morphism 
i,a ’ :c ’ ‘p*b 
into a trivial cofibration and a fibration of dZ. Then 
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is the sought factorization of w. As for the other factorization, we begin with 
a factorization of.finto a cofibration and a trivial fibration: 
In the same way, we factor the morphism of SZ’,,, 
I*(“‘) j,a+j* j*q*b%q*b 
in a cofibration and a trivial fibration of G!,,, 
j,aA d&q*b. 
Then an M2(ii) factorization of w is: 
hPo 
a&d-b. 
M3. The proofs that fibrations and weak equivalences are stable by composition are 
easy and use the source factorization. For cofibrations, change the source factoriz- 
ation to the target factorization. The fact that the isomorphisms are fibrations (resp., 
cofibrations) follows from (2) of Lemma 2.3 (resp., Lemma 2.3”). The preservation of 
fibrations by pull-backs may be seen using the computations of Example 3.1 and 
hypothesis (3). Dually, we can see that if in the push-out of d 
(8) 
8 is a cofibration, then qai is also: indeed, in the corresponding push-outs 
zLy i.W,) d-j, b 
s 
Ii I 
j and i,((u, 1
I I 
J, (9) 
x-----+xu, y i,aJ i,au,,j,b 
of & and JzZ,,~,,, respectively, we have that g and i are cofibrations of d and 0, is 
a cofibration of &‘,,. Thus, j,(Q,) is a cofibration of &,,Zy because direct images 
preserve cofibrations between closed model categories, by hypothesis (2) (see Remark 
5.2(4)). It follows that IJP is a cofibration and then, so is qai. 
M4. To prove that trivial fibrations are preserved by pull-backs, use again 
Example 3.1 and hypothesis (3). As for the trivial cofibrations and push-outs, if 
in the diagram (8) above, 6’ is also a weak equivalence, g and i in diagram (9) will 
be trivial cofibrations. So, by Remark 5.2(5), ai is a trivial cofibration. By MS, so 
is 8, and, by Remark 5.2(6), so is j,(O,). It follows that q is a trivial cofibration and 
then, SO is vai. 
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Retracts. Finally, let us suppose that both 8’ and the fibre-categories are closed model 
categories. For a model category, this is equivalent to saying that retracts of weak 
equivalences, fibrations and cofibrations are, respectively, weak equivalences, fibra- 
tions and cofibrations. Let 
j ;*[;[co 
d-b 
be a retract of d. Let x, y, z and u be the images by P of a, b, c and d, respectively. Let 
,J g, r, s, 1 and m be the images by P of w, 0, p, r~, 3. and p, respectively. Then 
is a retract of &, and 
and 
.f*a - 
(fi)*(n*l (fr)* c xf*a 
Of 1, V,) 01 
i, 
b~&&----+~ 
are retracts of ~2~ and &,,, respectively. Using them it is easy to prove the result. 0 
7. Adgc(R)’ and Mdg are model categories 
Here are some consequences of Theorem 5.1. In this section, k is a field with zero 
characteristic and R a k-algebra unitary and commutative. 
Corollary 7.1. Mdg is a closed model category, choosing as distinguished morphisms the 
following: we will say that a pair (J q) : (A, M) + (B, N) of Mdg is a 
(i) we: {ff is a weak equivalence of Adgc(R) and q: M 4 f *N is a weak equivalence 
sf MMA)> 
(ii) fib: iff is ajbration of Adgc(R) and q: M --f ,f*N is ajibration of Mdg(A), and 
(iii) cof: ij”f is a cojibration of Adgc(R) and 109: BaA M -+ N is a cojbration of 
Mdg(B). 
Proof. By Proposition 4.3, Adgc(R) and Mdg(A) for every A E obj Adgc(R) are closed 
model categories. Clearly, for every f: A + B E mor Adgc(R) the restriction of 
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coefficients preserves fibrations and weak equivalences. Finally, iffis a trivial cofibra- 
tion, then M + B@._, M is a weak equivalence of Mdg(A) by Lemma 4.4. 0 
An analogous result holds for Mdg,, the category of dg modules over R-augmented 
dgc algebras. 
Corollary 7.2. 2Mdg is a closed model category, choosing as distinguished morphisms 
the analogs of those given in the previous corollary. 
Proof. We only have to add to the previous proof the fact that if %? is a closed model 
category, then evidently %? x $9 is also. In consequence, the fibre of 2Mdg over 
A E obj Adgc(R), 2Mdg, = Mdg(A) Mdg(A) is a closed model category. 0 
Corollary 7.3 (cf. [Z, Lemma 1.5, Chapter II]). Let %? be a closed model category. For 
every x E obj V we choose in x\%? the distinguished morphisms as in Section 4. Then V2 is 
a closed model category, choosing as distinguished morphisms the following: we will say 
that a commutative diagram of $9, 
ucpv 
is a: 
(i) we: iff and v, are weak equivalences of $7, 
(ii) fib: iff and CJJ are jbrations of %‘, and 
(iii) cof: tff and pu,~: yu,u -+ v are cofibrations of $5 
Proof. Hypotheses (l)-(3) of Theorem 5.1 are immediate. (4) follows from axiom M4 
of model categories which says that trivial cofibrations are preserved by push- 
outs. 0 
Corollary 7.4. Adgc(R)2 and Adgc,(R)’ are closed model categories, choosing as 
distinguished morphisms those given in the previous corollary. 0 
We can use Theorem 5.1” to prove a dual version of Corollary 7.3 and apply it to 
obtain a closed model structure in Top2. 
Corollary 7.5. Let P: d + d be a bifibred category which satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorem 5.1. Let us suppose also that all the objects of d and those of thefibre-categories 
are jibrant. Then, the inclusion of dCOf in & induces an equivalence of categories 
7c&d cof = Ho& 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 5.1, and the fact that all the objects of G? are fibrant 
(Remark 5.2(2)) and the description of the localized category of Section 4. 0 
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AS particular cases, we have the categories of Corollaries 7.1-7.5. So, for example, 
nMdg,,f r Ho Mdg, z2Mdg,,, E Ho ZMdg, nAdgc,(R)&, z Ho Adgc,(R)2. 
8. Homotopy in bifibred categories 
Let P: st + I be a bifibred category with a structure of model category as given in 
Theorem 5.1. By [6], we have homotopy relationships between the morphisms of JZZ. 
Explicitly, a path object for b E obj & is built through factorization of the diagonal of 
b, db : b + b x b, in JZ~‘, into a weak equivalence and a fibration (see Section 4). Let us 
build such a factorization: if y = Pb and y A y x y 4, y is the product in 8, then the 
product b x b in & is 
where p* b &p*b x q*b&q*b is the product of p*b and q*b in zZ~.,. Let 
y s ; ye (it.?01 ,y x y 
be a path object for y; i.e., an M2(i) factorization of d,. Then, by its construction in 
a bifibred model category, such a factorization for db in &’ is obtained through 
a factorization of the morphism of 54y, 
.,*l&dh) 
s,b-s,s*(d,,&)*(p*bxq*b) 
Q,.i,,l*ip*h XiJ’h, 
*(d,,&)*(p*b x q*b), (10) 
or, in another way, 
(Warning: in (10) db is the diagonal of b in -01; in (11) it is the diagonal of the same object, but in sd),.) Let 
s * bX-h’La*h x b,*b 1 
be an M2(i) factorization of (11) in _cx!~I. Then, the sought factorization of db in ~2 is 
bsb 1 (6,x&), b x b, 
where B = Xb, and (6,, 6,) = (b x b)c’t~‘o’p. 
A homotopy with this path object between w, fI : a + b E mor JZZ is a morphism 
T:a + b’, 
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such that (6,, &,)r = (o,@. In particular, we have a homotopy in b, 
Pr : Pa + (Pb)’ 
between Pcu and Pd. Nevertheless, in general, we cannot expect to have a homotopy 
between the source components of o and 8 in the fibre-category: see the next example. 
Example 8.1. Let (1; q), (g, $): (A, M) + (B, N) be two morphisms of Mdg. A path 
object for B is 
BA B(t, dt) (il.iol, B x B, 
and the morphism (11) of Mdg(B(t, dt)) that we have to factorize is 
B(t, dt)o, N ‘v.odA F (B(t, &)Oe N) x (B(t, dt)o, N) A aTNx&$N, 
in which E is the morphism of B(t, dt)-dg modules defined by the evaluations at 0 
and 1. In this case, (6,, 6,) = &(l,@d,) is already a fibration and, in consequence, 
a homotopy from (A q) to (g, $) is a morphism of Mdg, 
(k @) : (4 Ml - (NC dt), B(t, 4Oe N), 
such that h:A + B(t, dt) is a homotopy of Adgc(R) from f to g and 
@: M ---f h*(B(t,dt)@, N) is a morphism of Mdg(A) such that d1 @ = q: M -+ f* N 
and So@ = $: M + g*N. 
9. Differential torsion products 
We may consider the tensor product of dg-modules as a functor 
@ : 2Mdg + Mdg 
defined on objects by (M, A, N)H(A, MOB N) and on morphisms like 
(cp,f; ti) : Of, 4 NJ + U’, B, Q) by (v,fT $1 H K W&L where (f; mof $) : MOa N + 
f*(P@, Q) is the morphism of A-dg modules (~a~$) (mo n) = qm@ $n. 
Proposition 9.1. 0 : 2Mdg + Mdg preserves the homotopy relation between morphisms 
of 2Mdgcof. 
Proof. As in Example 8.1, a homotopy from (q,,L $) to (2, g, p): (M, A, N) + (P, B, Q) 
can be defined by a morphism of 2Mdg: 
(@, h, v’) : (M, 4 NJ + (B(t, dt)@e P, Wh 4, B(& dt)Oe QX 
such that h: A + B(t, dt) is a homotopy of Adgc(R) from f to g and 
@: M + h*(B(t,dt)OsP) and Y: N -+ h*(B(t,dt)OsQ) are morphisms of Mdg(A) 
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such that ~5~ @= q, do@ = 1,6i Y = $ and 6, Y = p. But, because of Lemma 4.1, we 
can content ourselves with proving that @ preserves this path object. And this is clear, 
because 
(k @Oh ‘f’): (A, MBA N) + (B(t, dt), B(t, dt)OB(PmB Q)) 
is a homotopy from (f; q,of $) to (g, &, p). q 
Theorem 9.2. The finctor @ : 2Mdg + Mdg has a left-derived functor 
oL: Ho 2Mdg + Ho Mdg, 
whose value on objects (M, A, N) is (A’, M’63.4, N’), where s: A’ + A is a cojbrant 
model of A in Adgc(R) and M’, N’ are cojibrant models of s* M, s* N, respectively, in 
Mdd4 
Proof. It follows from Propositions 9.1, 4.2, and the construction of the second 
factorization M2 in Section 6. 0 
The cohomology of this derived functor agrees with difSerentia1 tor as it is defined, 
for example, in [3] (see [S] or [9]); i.e., 
Tor,(M, N) = H(M O!J N) 
In this way, Theorem 9.2 becomes a stronger version of the well-known theorem of 
base change of algebras and modules of [S] (cf. [3, 111). 
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